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What about climate change? Is there a connection between dragon legends and dinosaurs? Is evolution the bloodiest religion ever? What about cavemen? What are the 10 best evidences for a young creation? The Answers series has been a powerful tool in equipping believers to share and defend their faith. Now the newest book in this landmark series takes on hot
button topics like climate change, ancient man, and many more. Too many people have walked away from their faith because they sought answers for what seemed a contradiction in Christian belief and scientific teaching. For those who desire a deeper walk and a thriving faith in the face of a growing cultural adversity, now find the answers to questions you have or
others may use to genetic engineering, this powerful team of apologists is able to inspire you and those you know who may not yet believe.
Dinosaurs are fascinating creatures that kids simply adore, and even the youngest believer can recite the biblical story of Noah and his ark. Now discover how to answer some of kids' most interesting questions about dinosaurs and Noah's ark like: How did all the dinosaurs fit on the ark? How did Noah keep the animals on the ark from eating each other and his family?
Where did all the water go after the Flood? Why aren't there fossils of humans from Noah's flood? Answers are important. If children aren't given answers to their questions about the Bible and the history it reveals, they cannot defend their faith against a secular worldview in a fallen world. The new Answers Book for Kids series is a unique collection from Ken Ham and
the creative team at Answers in Genesis. This is a necessary resource in your homeschool or Church’s Sunday School. This is the 2nd book of a 4 volume set.
Evolutionists try to convince others that their evolutionary world is built on solid foundations, while they distract us from the fact that their house is only made of glass¿ and the glass is breaking.Reliable guidance in defending biblical creation against the onslaught of evolutionClearly relates the fallacies and weaknesses that evolutionists don't want you to knowStand
in confidence as a believer as you learn to counter the glass house deceptions
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language literature in history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, smallformat volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
Six DaysThe Age of the Earth and the Decline of the ChurchNew Leaf Publishing Group
22 Questions from Kids on Dinosaurs and the Flood of Noah
Preaching to Convert
The New Answers Book
The Answers Book for Kids Volume 2
Destination Dig
Six Days
Ready to Return

The account of the ark, the Flood, and the man of faith at the heart of this biblical adventure told in informative rhyming verse! Develops skills like memorization and comprehension while creating a strong biblical foundation. Helps reinforce a child's understanding of the true history of Noah, the ark, and the great Flood. Includes helps on how to present important Christian concepts to children and to
enhance their understanding. A new addition joins this beloved series of biblically-based classics from author Ken Ham. Using rhyme to present the memorable account, N is for Noah provides structured learning enhanced with important words, biblical concepts, and verses. The easel-book format makes it easy to teach, with text for the child on one side and detailed information for the parent or educator
on the back. With colorful illustrations and a delightful rhyme, the book is sure to be a favorite for every child!
A is for Adam is a multi-purpose family book designed to teach young learners Biblical truths. This resource can be a fun and educational way to help your children learn the timeline of history, beginning with Creation and ending with the new Heavens and new Earth. Children will love the bright illustrations and rhymes. Parents and educators will find short discussion points, memorization aids for core
truths, and a “More Answers” section. Each sequence of verses teaches the Gospel message to children, answering such questions as: How can we know we didn’t evolve from monkeys? What did sin do to the world? Why are there different languages? Why did Jesus have to die?
NATIONWIDE POLLS AND DENOMINATIONAL REPORTS ARE SHOWING THAT THE NEXT GENERATION IS CALLING IT QUITS ON THE TRADITIONAL CHURCH.
Presents nine experiments designed to help students learn about the five senses and the scientific method.
On a notorious high-rise estate in the London Borough of Hackney, a van is driving erratically. The driver is pulled over and questioned. A woman on the street after a long night of drinking never makes it home. A suspect, an arrest, a confession--a case closed? Five years earlier, a young girl disappeared on a busy London street. The case was never closed. Now there's a confession to this murder, and to
yet another. Is it too good to be true? Detective Chief Inspector Anna Travis is pulled into the fray by her mentor and friend Detective Chief Superintendent James Langton and isn't so sure that they have their man--then the suspect changes his story.
The New Answers Book 2
Your Questions God's Answers
My Creation Bible
The New Answers Book Volume 2
A Sociology of Conflict
30 Easily Taught Bible Doctrines
Travel Through the Bible
Divided Nation: Cultures in Chaos & A Conflicted Church provides families and their churches biblical mandates to awaken and arise as influencers in today’s turbulent times. As Christian persecution increases, the Body of Christ needs to prepare to take a bold stand. Ken Ham, CEO and founder of Answers in Genesis-US, the highly
acclaimed Creation Museum, and the world-renowned Ark Encounter, sounds the call for Reformation bringing God’s people back to the authority of the Word of God beginning in Genesis. Can the church regain a position of influence among this generation of “truth seekers” who reject God and His Word? To combat today’s chaotic
culture and the conflicted church, Ham addresses five specific issues: There is no neutral position There is no non-religious position There are ultimately only two religions Creation apologetics How to think foundationally to develop a truly Christian worldview Make a stand for the soul of this generation. Divided Nation shines an
empowering light on the struggle of the church to retain young believers. Glean from it the issues that must be addressed and find clarity amid the chaos of the culturally conflicted church. “Divided Nation is an excellent call to Christians, pastors and thinkers alike to return to the supreme authority of God’s Word and the God of all
truth.” Jack Hibbs – Calvary Chapel: Chino Hills, CA
Unearth the truth about Jesus! Want to discover who Jesus is, why He came, and how He lived? These short devotions, activities, prayer prompts, and archeological facts will help you dig deep into God’s Word for the answers. So grab your tools, join the dig, and search for truth!
Have fun with faith using Route 66: A Trip through the 66 Books of the Bible for grades 2Ð5! In this 192-page book, children are part of the story as they embark on a road trip through each of the 66 books of the Bible. The lessons are divided into three 12-week units, are flexible enough to serve as stand-alone supplemental material,
and cover each bookÕs author, era, theme, and key verse.
The Psalmist declares in Psalm 11:3, “If the foundations are destroyed, what can the righteous do?” There has been a foundational shift in our culture from God’s Word as the authority to man’s. Here is a resource to help clearly and vividly demonstrate truth to those seeking to better understand and for those who have been misled
by secular voices claiming to be the voice of reason. Within this book you will find mini answers to help people better understand some of these big issues. Don’t have time to read a big manual? Get your answers fast to touch questions with an info graphic style book. Why do Bible-believers believe creation? Could Noah hold all those
animals on the Ark? What is evolution and where did it come from?
The pervasive influence of unbelievers is a force that demands an answer from the body of Christ. Scoffers: Responding to Those Who Deliberately Overlook Creation and the Flood offers a strong defense for biblical authority equipping believers to stand firm, preach the truth, and make disciples. “The reality of the biblical account of
the Flood is that it is a horrifying account of judgment but also one of glorifying redemption.” The scoffers of Peter’s day were very much like modern-day skeptics in that they deliberately overlook the facts of biblical history. The cost of their unbelief is catastrophic even within the Christian church. Author Simon Turpin, the executive
director of Answers in Genesis in the U.K., prepares us to confidently counter the philosophical bias of scoffers by: Revealing how the Gospel of salvation can only be understood in light of the Genesis account of a six-day creation and the global Flood. Providing an in-depth analysis of 2 Peter 3 to defend the biblical account of Creation
against the false notions propagated by scoffers. Presenting a strong defense for the coming of Christ and Christianity for those who have rejected the truths found in Genesis 1 – 11. Scoffers gives today’s Christian families and leaders a strong defense for the authority of God’s Word helping the Church to “withstand in the evil day,
and having done all, to stand” Ephesians 6:13.
The Door of Salvation
Is the Bible God's Word?
The First Book of Moses, Called Genesis
A Commentary for Families
Trusting God and His Promises
Over 25 Questions on Creation/Evolution and the Bible
Making Sense of Senses
The story of Creation and Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden are familiar Bible stories. But they also present a wonderful opportunity to share important biblical truths with eagerly questioning minds through answers that even the youngest believer can understand. Look inside to learn: How did God create everything from nothing? Why was the first person that God
created a boy? Why did God have Adam name the animals? The serpent talked to Eve, so why can't snakes talk today? Children are never short of questions - and now there are answers to some of their most difficult ones regarding the Bible and faith! The new Answers Book for Kids series is a unique collection from Ken Ham and the creative team at Answers in Genesis.
These answers will help you to impart a Biblical Worldview to Elementary aged students in your Church or Homeschool. This is the 1st book of a 4 volume set.
Discover how many evangelical leaders, willingly or unwittingly, are undermining the authority of God's Word by compromising the Bible in Genesis Learn how allowing for an old/universe of billions of years unlocks a door of compromise Heed the wake-up call to the Church to return to the authority of God's Word, beginning in Genesis. Today, most Bible colleges,
seminaries, K-12 Christian schools, and now even parts of the homeschool movement do not accept the first eleven chapters of Genesis as literal history. They try to fit the supposed billions of years into Genesis, and some teach evolution as fact. Our churches are largely following suit. Ken Ham, international speaker and author on biblical authority, examines how
compromise starting in Genesis, particularly in regard to the six days of creation and the earth's age, have filtered down from the Bible colleges and seminaries to pastors—and finally to parents and their children. This erosive legacy is seen in generations of young people leaving the Church—2/3 of them. Get the facts, discover God's truth, and help bring a new reformation
to the Church by helping to call it back to the authority of God's Word.
The perfect starting point for any believer to begin a powerful journey through the Bible! No one would argue that the Bible is a large, and sometimes confusing, book! Comprised of 66 different volumes, 39 books of the Old Testament and 27 books in the New Testament, it seems to be a complex assortment of history, laws, prophecy, and wisdom literature. With insights
from Genesis 1-11 (the foundation), Exodus 20:1-17 (the Ten Commandments), John (the Gospel), Romans (a letter from Paul to Christians), and Revelation 21-22 (the fulfillment in heaven), Begin presents a foundational overview that you can build your Bible study around. Get excited about God's Word and find yourself wanting to know more each day!
Biblical answers to twenty-five of today's most relevent questions.
God tells Noah to put a door in the side of the Ark... and it was through this single door that the animal kinds and Noah's family entered to be saved from the Great Flood. Our own personal salvation is also found through a single door... that of Jesus Christ. Now discover how Noah's Ark echoes other concepts related to Jesus in this wonderful story designed to entertain and
educate. As the Great Flood swept away the world that Noah and his family knew, God protected them in the Ark. If we acknowledge we are sinners and accept Jesus Christ as our personal savior, we also ensure our spiritual survival through an eternal life with Christ. When Christ is our Savior, we are protected and comforted by the Holy Spirit. A unique presentation that
highlights the link between the biblical account of Noah and the powerful need for a personal savior in Jesus Christ Reveals important biblical concepts in easy-to-understand rhymes for children A fun and interactive format that includes beautiful illustrations and flaps to open revealing the text, creating an experience that will delight young readers!
Answers Book for Teens Volume 1
The Answers Book for Kids Volume 1
Why Your Kids Will Quit Church and What You Can Do to Stop It
Begin
A is for Adam
Did God Use Evolution?
A Trip Through the 66 Books of the Bible
Having grown up in church, an alarming percentage of people have now traded in the timeless beliefs of Scripture for a more comfortable, postmodern faith or secular worldview. They have waded so deep into the culture that the current has swept them away with the pluralism of biblical compromise and secular indoctrination. Ready to Return explores: Why this is happening, and more importantly, what can be done about it to help bring back a godly
generation New persuasive research that clearly reveals shocking details about views on the Church and faith by people in their 20s, known as millennials Conclusive evidence we cannot ignore, showing a lack of effective biblical apologetics in homes and churches, compromise with secular beliefs, secular education, and failures on the part of previous generations, contributes greatly to this dilemma. Within these pages is more than just a clinical diagnosis of
the Church’s current condition and how we got here. It’s a simple and powerful call to return to the Church’s fundamental mission to reach the world! If we are to bring back this lost generation, we need a proven strategy and willingness to present truth, a biblical battle plan, and spiritual soldiers.
Preaching to Convert offers an intriguing new perspective on the outreach strategies of U.S. evangelicals, framing them as examples of activist performance, broadly defined as acts performed before an audience in the hopes of changing hearts and minds. Most writing about activist performance has focused on left-progressive causes, events, and actors. Preaching to Convert argues against such a constricted view of activism and for a more nuanced
understanding of U.S. evangelicalism as a movement defined by its desire to win converts and spread the gospel. The book positions evangelicals as a diverse, complicated group confronting the loss of conservative Christianity’s default status in 21st-century U.S. culture. In the face of an increasingly secular age, evangelicals have been reassessing models of outreach. In acts like handing out Bible tracts to strangers on the street or going door-to-door with a
Bible in hand, in elaborately staged horror-themed morality plays or multimillion-dollar creationist discovery centers, in megachurch services beamed to dozens of satellite campuses, and in controversial “ex-gay” ministries striving to return gays and lesbians to the straight and narrow, evangelicals are redefining what it means to be deeply committed in a pluralist world. The book’s engaging style and careful argumentation make it accessible and appealing to
scholars and students across a range of fields.
"Ken Ham, in a powerful series of rhymes, summarizes the main events of the Bible. . . ." (Back cover.).
Presents answers to twelve of the most frequently asked questions on Genesis and the creation/evolution issue, discussing what happened to the dinosaurs, whether there were really Ice Ages, how different races came into being, and other topics.
What happens when you have more “hot” questions on the Bible and creationism than you can answer in one book? You create a second volume! The New Answers Book 2 explores over 30 exciting and faith-affirming topics, including: The fall of Lucifer and the origin of evil When does life begin (and why does it matter)? Is evolution a religion (and why should I care)? Archaeology, Egyptian Chronology, and the great flood Could early biblical figures like
Noah really live to over 900 years of age? What was the Star of Bethlehem (and how did the wise men follow it)? The “Evolutionization” of our culture — including intelligent design, gay marriage, Hollywood movies, and more! Explore these and other topics, answered biblically and logically in this book from the world’s largest apologetics ministry, Answers in Genesis. Contributors include Ken Ham, Dr. Andrew Snelling, Dr. Jason Lisle, Dr. Elizabeth
Mitchell, Dr. Danny Faulkner, Mike Riddle, and more.
Authorized King James Version
Detailed Answers at Layman's Level to 12 of the Most Asked Questions on Creation/evolution
Observations from a Scientist of Faith
Noah's Ark: Thinking Outside the Box
Creation to Babel
The Big Book of Bible Difficulties

"Analyses and rejects the assumptions and consequences of the doctrine of theistic evolution."--previous ed.
In rhyming text, explains why people look and speak differently from one another using the Bible stories of Adam and Eve and Noah's family.
So He destroyed all living things which were on the face of the ground: both man and cattle, creeping thing and bird of the air. They were destroyed from the earth. Only Noah and those who were with him in the ark remained alive. Genesis 7:22-24 Could a ship be constructed that would be able
to survive the global flood described in biblical book of Genesis? Could it be built without the modern techniques of today being available to Noah? This groundbreaking book answers both of these questions with a resounding "yes"! Join naval expert and mechanical engineer Tim Lovett in
"thinking outside the box" as you consider groundbreaking research in this innovative new study on Noah's ark. Lovett builds on traditional research into this historic event using the latest techniques in computer modeling and testing. Includes insight and context by pioneering creationist
researcher, Dr. John Whitcomb. Unveils a new ark design based on biblical information and shipbuilding principles Beautiful illustrations and photos reveal facets of design and construction techniques Remaining faithful to the biblical dimensions, Lovett's updated design, similar to that of
ancient sailing vessels, is based on established principles in ship design and cutting-edge research. He reveals a feasible ark design, explores the impact of flood waters on the vessel, and provides remarkable insight and analysis into the skills and techniques needed to construct it.
The sermons of Charles Haddon Spurgeon were the pinnacle of preaching in mid-nineteenth-century England. They are still powerful and widely influential today. This five-volume set is a compilation of Spurgeon's best sermons, covering topics from Israel in Egypt and confession of sin to
justification by grace and Paul's first prayer. Originally published in ten volumes in 1883, it is now a five volume set with two volumes in each book.
A WONDERFUL APOLOGETICS RESOURCE FOR SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER, PARENTS, AND EDUCATORS, DINOSAURS FOR KIDS EXPLORES THE WORLD OF DINOSAURS AND PROVIDES IMPORTANT BIBLICAL CONTEXT FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING.
Already Gone
Scoffers
Why We Look Different
God of Covenant - Bible Study Book
Divided Nation
A Study of Genesis 12-50
Dinosaurs for Kids
This book deals with professional creationist and anti-creationist organizations in America, and describes how the “conflict between science and religion” is the result of the interaction between these two groups. It retraces their history from the 1960s onwards, and identifies crucial turning points that led to new forms of creationism and anti-creationism. It explains their strategies, labels and
arguments as effects of this history and structure. Taking a field theoretical approach, the book avoids problems of prior creationism research, making it possible to identify the mechanisms through which creationism generates new strategies, arguments, and media output. The field model is used as an interpretive tool to make sense of some of the most important creationist and anti-creationist
publications and media statements.
Teaches students about God through the stories and activities centered around the lives of major Bible characters. Designed to challenge the student's heart and his head.
A 10-session Bible study that examines Genesis 12-50 to discover how God orchestrates everything for His glory and the good of His people.
This comprehensive volume offers readers clear and concise answers to every major Bible difficulty from Genesis to Revelation, staunchly defending the authority and inspiration of Scripture. Written in a problem/solution format, the book covers over 800 questions that critics and doubters raise about the Bible. Three extensive indices--topical, Scripture, and unorthodox doctrines--offer quick and
easy access to specific areas of interest. Multipurpose in scope and user-friendly in format, The Big Book of Bible Difficulties offers the resources of five books in one: • a critical commentary on the whole Bible • an apologetics text • a Bible difficulties reference • a theology manual treating important doctrines • a handbook on verses misused by cults
God is Really, Really Real is designed to help teach children 30 essential biblical doctrines in a creative, yet effective way. As children interact with both the picture book and doctrines, they will become better equipped to understand and confront future doubts and challenges to their faith. Depending on the developmental age of each child, you can use all or some of these helps to communicate the
individual truths: With younger children, it might be a good idea to begin by talking about a specific doctrine heading like, “What are some things that God created?” For older children, you can read, discuss, and memorize each statement and its meaning like, “God has always been alive and He has created everything!” Divided into three sections (an illustrated childrenʼs book, a section on 30
doctrines, and info for parents) to help you teach the doctrinal truths of Godʼs Word! Each of the essential doctrines has a heading, a statement, a Scripture verse, a short explanation, and an in-depth “Help Them Understand” paragraph for parents. Each concludes with some great “Tuck-in Questions” for bedtime. Invest a few moments a day and guide your child in establishing a vital foundation of
biblical truth. There is nothing more precious than helping our children grow in Christ!
The New Answers Book Volume 4
Creationism and Anti-Creationism in the United States
Spurgeon's Sermons
Route 66: A Trip through the 66 Books of the Bible, Grades 2 - 5
One Race One Blood
the Gospel from Genesis
Questions on Creation and the Fall
There’s no mistake...God is seeking you. Friends, teachers, and the world in general will tell you that Christianity and faith is a lie. Atheism and Eastern religions are more fashionable. The culture tells you to look and act certain ways or people will think you’re a loser or weird. If you
say you believe in God, you can expect people to be in your face, doing their best to tear down God, the Bible, and your belief in Christ. By now, you may even have a few doubts – everything seems so crazy and pointless, how can you believe God really does care about what is going on with you?
Or if God is in charge of this chaos called life? You aren’t the only one with questions! Find great answers to 15 popular faith questions and discover why the world is such a mess, why you can believe in Christ, and why God wants a relationship with you! For ages 13 to 17
Based on the exhibits at the Ark Encounter in Kentucky, this fascinating little book presents big answers for little kids about how the Ark was designed, what the animals may have looked like, and how they were cared for. Along with its fun and engaging rhyme, the colorful and detailed
illustrations give a window into Noah’s amazing journey! Discover the unique “technology” on board the ArkPresents the “how and why” of this biblical accountUnique illustrations specially created for this project
It seems we wake each day to a world engulfed in chaos and confusion... a society mired in godlessness and humanism... and families struggling to guide their children in faith. Yet, God gave us the answer... His Holy Word. Begin as He recorded for us to begin, with Genesis. After many years of
teaching and speaking on the importance of foundational faith, leading apologetics author Ken Ham of Answers in Genesis has created a clear and powerful study that helps root families and young or struggling believers in biblical truth. He makes it easy to build a vital Genesis-founded
worldview in this simple yet profound study that explores the importance and implications of pivotal events, verse by verse, from Creation to Babel. Discover important context to answer relevant faith questions Easy-to-understand exploration of the biblical text The essential guide to laying a
faith-foundational view Faith without a strong foundation crumbles in the face of today’s relentless cultural rejections. Christians, young and old, will find the strong foundation they need in the biblical bedrock of Genesis.
God tells Noah to put a door in the side of the ark — and it was through this single door that the animal kinds and Noah’s family entered to be saved from the Great Flood. Our own personal salvation is also found through a single door — that of Jesus Christ. Now discover how Noah’s ark echoes
other concepts related to Jesus in this wonderful story designed to entertain and educate. As the Great Flood swept away the world that Noah and his family knew, God protected them in the ark. If we acknowledge we are sinners and accept Jesus Christ as our personal savior, we also ensure our
spiritual survival through an eternal life with Christ. When Christ is our Savior, we are protected and comforted by the Holy Spirit. A unique presentation that highlights the link between the biblical account of Noah and the powerful need for a personal savior in Jesus Christ Reveals
important biblical concepts in easy-to-understand rhymes for children A fun and interactive format that includes beautiful illustrations and flaps to open revealing the text, creating an experience that will delight young readers!
A BOOK OF ANSWERS TO BIBLEICAL QUESTIONS YOU HAVE ALWAYS WONDERED ABOUT.
Bringing Back the Church's Lost Generation
Shattering the Myth of Evolution
The Age of the Earth and the Decline of the Church
Over 30 Questions on Creation/Evolution and the Bible
All God's Children
Clear and Concise Answers from Genesis to Revelation
The Answers Book
A brief rebuttal to several points of Biblical theology by this well known debater is the subject of this booklet which is one of the authors most popular books.
God is Really, Really, Real
A Special Door
Glass House
Evangelical Outreach and Performance Activism in a Secular Age
Cultures in Chaos & A Conflicted Church
Quick Answers to Tough Questions
Devotions to Unearth the Truth About Jesus
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